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A Literary Accordion of Medical Narratives 

The personal essay is like a slinky. The aluminum helix my dad and I practiced 

pushing down our stairs had an amusing alien clanking and haphazard course as it 

scrunched together and then stretched apart, descending each step. While the essay folds 

together to focus on an individual experience or insight, it communicates the writer ' s 

worldview to the reader by subtly illustrating a universal human moment, thus opening 

up to a broader relevance. As the writer speaks to the world about an event, readers may 

gain new insights applicable within their own lives, or join the author in a moment of 

happiness, hope, or laughter. From the writings of Montaigne to the more modem works 

of E.B. White and Virginia Wolf, the essay has communicated a reality that involves a 

member of the human race. I 've used the example of my predecessors to guide the 

creative process of this project. This collection of personal essays highlights my 

experience as the mother of a micropreemie learning to embrace the life events I cannot 

control and become an advocate for my son. The form I've developed illustrates a move 

from a superficial awareness to a deeper understanding of the human condition without 

leaving readers exhausted, horrified, or overly sympathetic. 

The overarching relevance of the personal essay is not approached through an 

argument or proof, but rather an exploration into the human condition. In her collection 

Voice Lessons, writer Nancy Mairs describes essays as "tentative rather than 

contentious," and "seeking a mutuality with the reader which will not sway her to a point 

of view but will incorporate her into their process, their informing movement associative 

and suggestive, not analytic and declarative" (75). While research and detail are still 
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integral components to shaping impressions, this nonfiction form primarily explores an 

experience or idea from the perspective of one individual and invites the reader to witness 

the revelations. 

The essay form intrigued me as I organized the subject matter I felt compelled to 

write about. Memoirs I'd read authored by parents of their preemies' extended NICU 

stays exhausted me. While I was subject to similar events, dilemmas, and emotions, I 

didn't gain the insight, comfort, or camaraderie I'd expected when I picked up the books. 

The experiences described were so overwhelmingly tense that the stress of their day-to-

day events overtook any revelations the authors attempted to communicate along the 

way. My memories of these books hang in the sweeping generalizations made at their 

ends about the significance of their time in the hospital or at home. I think the essay 

provides a venue for more potent narration with insights that stick. After intense 

reflection on time spent with my son, I chose moments to share that best iJlustrated my 

building understanding of humanity. The essay form allowed me to devote time to so 

many of the tense moments of my past and scrutinize what made them cling to my 

memory. 

As a writer of sensitive material, I wanted to discuss the depths ofmy experiences 

with a purpose richer than merely earning a reader's sympathy. Like essayist Nancy 

Mairs, I don't want to "bemoan... [my] condition but to remark it in detail" (126). With 

my emotional tension and the suffering of my son as a backdrop, I wanted to 

communicate insights discovered within a universal human moment, so that an audience 

unfamiliar with our plight might not merely be shocked or sympathetic, but, more 
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importantly, learn something that helps them make sense of this world and their place 

within it. 

To accomplish this I practiced drawing attention to my son's humanity rather than 

his position as a victim of medical circumstance. Subtle details about how he 

communicated with his caregivers even in infancy begin this task. In "l Think We're 

Done Here," I explain how "Mikan' s alert eyes showed he sensed the excitement" of the 

pending medical procedure with the potential to rid him of the ventilator. I also portray 

the will he possessed that enabled him to survive. In "Expert Opinions," l describe my 

son's suffering as an active fight where "he'd asserted his temper." "Every Three Hours" 

relates my first attempt to breastfeed Mikan in the hospital and his perceived 

appreciation, stating "His big eyes looked up at me over puffy steroid cheeks and his tiny 

hand clasped my finger, as if to say 'Thanks for not giving up, Mom. "' Because many of 

these essays describe situations before my son learned to talk, I had to tell the story in a 

way that my audience could understand the subtle way he communicated with us. 

My final essays reveal Mikan 's optimism despite his complicated beginning. In 

"He's Going to Make It," Mikan laughs while his cousin jumps on a trampoline, 

something he is physically incapable of doing. He makes up for his gross motor delays 

with enhanced cognitive skills, memorizing geographical locations on a map and learning 

to read at age two. In these ways l try to characterize my son as more than a helpless 

victim so the essay not only reveals my emotional state in each story, but also 

foregrounds my son as a survivor. 

But l couldn'tjust pick any dramatic occurrence in Mikan's life for this 

collection. There needed to be a reason to tell it. Finding the appropriate nanative 
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structure to illustrate each insight required some drafting. Writers often discover that the 

most powerful way of communicating a message encourages them to shift focus or stray 

from chronological order. As Sue Wilham Silverman suggests in Fearless Confessions, 

the unveiling of revelations includes an intertwining of what she calls (borrowing the 

terms from William Blake) the "voice of innocence" and the "voice of experience" (51). 

In other words, a successful narrative requires the voice that explains the plot events and 

the voice that reflects on their significance. Jeff Nixa, a Memorial Hospital chaplain, 

uses this technique in his essay "Valentine's Night." His "voice of innocence" relates the 

narrative's outer story: a chaplain accompanying an Alzheimer's patient to a final visit 

with her dead husband she doesn't remember. But an integral potency of the essay lies in 

Nixa's emotional frame of his relationship with his own wife. His "voice of experience" 

ends the story reflecting on the transience of memory and possible futility of small acts of 

affection (Crosson 48). 

I appreciate both Nixa and Jennifer Culkin's effective blending of an inner and 

outer story to deepen the reader's understanding of their encounters and reflections. 

Culkin arranges her memoir A Final Arc ofSky as a collection of essays about responding 

to emergencies. Each essay is framed by one moment of crisis, and she interweaves her 

own flashbacks and reflections as they relate. Nixa's Michiana Chronicles stories follow 

this pattern more concisely. His essays are narrative-driven with indirect and understated 

messages. Each of my narratives follows one of their patterns. 

I employed their styles with memories burned vivid from my time in the NICU, 

discovering techniques that mimicked each experience. "That Other Family" has a 

"voice of innocence" that relates how I witnessed the death of a baby. My "voice of 
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experience" reflects on my new appreciation for my son's life support. "I Think We're 

Done Here" fol lows the plotline of a failed extubation attempt and subsequent 

tracheostomy. The nanative moves to illustrate my first steps toward developing a 

"voice of experience," accepting the uncertainty of my son's medical journey rather than 

wishing for what I can't control. Nixa and Culkin's model was appropriate for these and 

many other essays in this collection as I developed a more profound understanding of my 

role in the universe. 

The details of my stories inevitably include medical jargon. Another craft choice 

I considered was how to deal with the technical language of my nanatives. Because I 

saw my audience not limited to families who had undergone similar experiences, I 

needed to find a way to make my language accessible, yet precise. There are some 

moments in a nanative where an exact medical tenn is powerfully appropriate, without 

any explanation. At other times, a brief definition may be necessary in order to maintain 

the potency of the work's rhythm and avoid jarring questioning that distracts from the 

piece's worldview. 

I looked to other medical writers for help with this choice. I was displeased with 

Jennifer Culkin's lengthy descriptions of each medical tenn she used in her memoir A 

Final Arc ofSky. As I read her stories, I found myself not needing to know the definition 

of each term, and the parentheticals for the reader were only marginally helpful. I often 

glossed over them in order to continue enjoying the story at a faster pace. For example, 

in 'The Shadows We Cast," she describes a medical flight with an esophageal cancer 

patient. 
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He had other problems too. A collection of straw-colored fluid between his left 

lung and the pleura, the covering around his lung: a pleural effusion caused by 

impaired lymphatic drainage secondary to his tumor. The ICU staff had just 

drained 5200cc-more than two cups, quite a bit. I hoped it wouldn't accumulate 

too quickly. He also had a small pneumothorax of the right lung. This was a 

collection of air between the pleura and the lung. The problem for us was Boyle's 

law: air expands at altitude, and aloft a small pneumothorax can become a large 

pneumothorax, collapsing the lung and, if it's big enough, compressing the heart 

and the great vessels that transport blood into and out of the heart. In an ICU, a 

big pneumo would buy the patient a chest tube so air could drain continuously. 

At altitude, if it became a problem, Jason and I would temporarily treat the 

pneumo with a flutter valve-a large-bore, sharp steel needle that had been 

sterilized with a disposable-glove finger rubber-banded to the hub. The glove 

finger acts as a one-way valve. We'd stick the needle through his chest wall, into 

the space between the second and third rib, and it would allow air to escape. 

(Culkin 5) 

Culkin succeeds in drawing out the complexity of her situation at a high altitude. Clearly 

flight nurses use complicated equipment, quickly making complex decisions to give 

trauma patients a chance at life. However, the medical terms and explanations are 

peripheral to the heart of the essay: the possible futility of furious intervention and the 

lows of the medical profession. 

Vicki Foreman narrates more effectively with medical terminology in This Lovely 

L?fe, a memoir about a mother's experience in and out of the hospital with her severely 
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disabled son born at twenty-three weeks. She describes the hospital setting, saying, 

"There was an IV line stuck into his small forehead, and no fewer than a dozen syringes 

filled his bed, connected with medical tubing to various parts of his body, dispensing 

fluids in shades of red, yellow, white" (Foreman 14). Readers don't know exactly what 

each of the fluids is or the function of each tube, but we don't have to know in order to 

appreciate the gravity of the baby and mother's situation. 

Jeff Nixa also finds a way to discuss the medical realm without getting bogged 

down with the jargon. He grounds his stories in their human elements, the universality of 

existence, which is what most readers will connect to. In "Valentine's Night" Nixa 

describes death hanging in the air with the understatement of how "a darkened heart 

monitor hangs above the bed" ( 47). His essay "Humor in the Hospital" exemplifies the 

humanity behind hospital patients, acknowledging humor both as a coping mechanism 

and a reality that counters the popular depressing opinion regarding his job as a chaplain 

( 42-43). 

As l wrote my essays, l tried to only define terms where I deemed it necessary for 

the reader, and, like Jeff Nixa, I emphasized the story of the humans surviving the 

medical world. l frame "I Think We're Done Here" with an extubation attempt. l define 

"extubation day" as "the day the plastic breathing tube was finally removed from our 

son's mouth and throat." This explanation seems necessary since the next several 

paragraphs discuss the anticipation of this event. I could have shortened the descriptive 

phrase, replacing "plastic breathing tube" with "endotracheal tube" and eliminating "from 

our son's mouth and throat." However, I didn't want to confuse the reader with another 

technical term. The reader isn't ready for these definitions this early in the essay, nor are 
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they necessary to understand the energy of the piece. My main goal here is not to educate 

my readers on NICU language, but to communicate how I learned to accept failure and 

redirect my prayers, understanding my limits in the universe. 

Another place I use technical language is in a paragraph of "Expert Opinions." 

The description details some of the differing opinions doctors have on treating preemies. 

It reads, "Why did one neonatologist prefer oxygen tents to nasal canula? Why did 

another use a jet ventilator before trying a Drager?" I don't define the terms because I'm 

not concerned about whether readers know the differences between the treatments, only 

that they recognize there is one. 

While planning the content of these stories, I used E.B. White's "Once More to 

the Lake" as a model for vivid language and chronological organization. His individual 

paragraphs as well as the essay in its entirety take the reader on a journey. The essay 

leaves the reader with a wiser understanding at the end than where he started. The 

beginning of "Once More to the Lake" has a nostalgic tone describing the beauty of a 

childhood vacation spot, and the end leaves the reader with "the chill of death," 

contemplating his mortality as the generations pass ( 450). In "That Other Family," I use 

this technique in both the opening paragraph and the essay as a whole. I begin describing 

the perfection surrounding the moment I saw my son for the first time. But by the end of 

the paragraph, when I next see my son in the NICU, his appearance is gruesome. I also 

begin the essay with a tone of self-pity and helplessness towards my son's fragile 

condition. But after witnessing the death of another preemie, I have a new appreciation 

for my son 's life support, thanking God for the necessary intervention. 
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I wanted the energy of my entire collection to move in this way, showing readers 

different snapshots of insights developed over a course of time. I begin "That Other 

Family" with my initiation into the hospital life that will grace me over the next six 

months. I learn quickly to appreciate the ventilator that my son's life clings to, but still 

grapple with the idealistic hopes of eventual normalcy as a new mother. In "I Think 

We're Done Here," I am reminded that I cannot force a timeline on my son, and I try to 

understand his perfection in his current condition, rather than hoping for an uncertain 

future. "Expert Opinions" detai Is the struggle I had to join the neonatologists' opinions 

about Mikan's condition with maternal instinct and careful observations I made each day, 

pushing for decisions that were in my son's "best interest." "Every Three Hours" 

addresses my maternal commitment to my son redirected to sacrificial channels never 

before considered. "Shirked by the System" discusses the transition home from the 

hospital and the political obstacles we faced in order to find competent healthcare 

coverage for Mikan. "Dark Parenting" reveals the stamina required to care for a special 

needs child in order to push past instinctual disgust. "Maintaining Pink" describes the 

day-to-day work that, while necessary to keep my son alive, can be physically and 

emotionally draining and impossible to view optimistically each day. The collection ends 

with "He's Going to Make it" and "Normal Pregnancy," essays about Mikan as a toddler 

that question his normalcy and suggest that he's taught me to embrace life despite any 

ruined plans I may face. The progression of these insights mirrors the progression of the 

essay itself, as I gain deeper understanding about how each of these life experiences fits 

under the umbrella of life and prepares me for not only coping with, but also mastering 

future obstacles. 
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I'm not interested in writing essays of political or institutional authority, but 

rather the authority of individual human experience. I enjoyed using the literary and 

creative tools of the English language to portray the most clear and powerful messages. I 

hope my essays, like the slinky, contract and then expand, drawing readers into a specific 

human experience while teaching them something about themselves regardless of 

whether or not they are intimately familiar with the circumstances surrounding the story. 

I want to make readers identify with both the clearly relatable and the seemingly 

unrelatable, to recognize how people digest tragedy to survive with or without a common 

experience. I hope people smile, laugh, scowl, or cry as they read my essays and develop 

their understanding of what it means to be human. 
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That Other Family 

Immediately after his birth, his mousy face was cute, poking out of the quicksand 

of blankets. "He's so small." I smiled at my husband and then turned back to soak up our 

swaddled peanut of potential, just like the new moms on television or in magazines. 

Mikan was the boy my husband hoped for, named after George Mikan, a basketball 

player who shared my husband's Croatian heritage. Mikan's eyes inspected the space 

around him, and his perfect nose bobbed over a fold of blankets with each breath. "Ok," 

the nurse said. "We have to take him now." I squeezed my husband's hand in awed 

reverence of our son's life. The nurse clutched the blanket and disappeared behind the 

teal, sterile sheet haphazardly drawn across my chest. 

The next time I saw him he was sprawled out on a warmer, IVs and wires tangled 

around his limbs like restraints, his face hidden underneath tubing shoved in his nose and 

around his ears with an oversized knit hat meant to hold the apparatus in place. My cute 

mouse looked like death, his exposed limbs veiny and skeletal. When he dipped to llb 

9oz in a matter of days, I prayed for his delicate systems to persist functioning. 

But after Mikan finally reached two pounds, his neonatologist began fighting his 

edema, an excess of fluids that puffed up and exhausted his little body. At only three 

weeks old he already faced half a dozen life-threatening conditions. He lived in a clear 

plastic case surrounded by a labyrinth of tubes and wires that would thwart Theseus. 

Most of the connections led to a black box the size of a tube television. The nurses called 

it a jet ventilator. The monstrosity shot hundreds of small breaths through a tube in 

Mikan's throat and into his lungs each minute, rippling his rib cage. I sat in a chair next 
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to him and watched the digital readings on the box like a hopeless fan willing the 

numbers to change on a scoreboard. My swollen son required high oxygen and regular 

blood transfusions, but I was still permitted to hold him. I waited for assistance, 

contemplating his future. 

He was so fragile and the machines so complex that it required a nurse and 

respiratory therapist both to maintain the separation of each unit, like a multi-stringed 

lanyard, and transfer him out of his clear isolette so I could kangaroo him against my 

chest. Swimming in and out of self-pity, I snuggled Mikan and his machinery, feeling 

newborn skin in glimpses of heat between metal and plastic. I noticed another set of 

parents across the room sitting through a procedure a doctor was performing on their 

twenty-five week-old child. From an earlier conversation with his mother, I knew the tiny 

boy had contracted a dangerous infection. The parents watched their doctor don a blue 

gown, white surgical cap, and gloves. Nurses crowded around the baby's clear isolette, 

handing the doctor instruments and supplies. At least we weren't undergoing a procedure, 

I thought. Not this moment, anyway. 

Then came a beeping from the monitor above their baby's bed, first cautionary, 

then more urgent. The small crowd watched the flashing numbers drop as they worked. 

The nurses pulled out an ambu bag for CPR, and the doctor shot orders and aggressively 

checked each changing number on the monitor while tending to the failing boy. The 

monitor's tone and duration, we knew by now, signaled a plunging of both the blood 

oxygen saturation and heart rate. Scrubs scurried around the isolette, and one ran for the 

epinephrine to restart the baby's heart; the mother wept into her hands, muttering "What's 
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wrong? What are they doing?" When I made eye contact with another nurse, she set 

screens around the baby's isolette, leaving room only for the doctors and nurses who were 

now forcing oxygenated air into his bird-like body. My heart raced, and while I wished I 

could will my extra beats across the room to the still child who needed them, I checked 

Mikan's vital signs. 

The doctor escorted the parents out of the unit and then back in again several 

times, depending on the level of the mother's hysterics and the urgency with which he 

was needed at the bedside. I held my breath as the hospital chaplain, dressed in black, 

entered the unit and performed a baptism. At the chaplain's cue, the staff at the nursery, 

all engaged in different activities caring for other babies around the large room, bowed 

their heads and recited, 

"Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name ... " The unexpected 

harmony of their voices surrounded and stunned me. l wondered how often this sad ritual 

occurred, touched by the staffs prayerful awareness of the fragility of life. 

The crowd reluctantly dispersed, and the parents were left behind with the doctor. 

I heard the mother whisper, "So, those are just vent breaths?" and the doctor walked them 

away from the bedside. 

Finally, the baby was freed from the Medusa-like unifom1 of tubes and wires, 

wrapped in a white receiving blanket, and carried out from behind the screens to meet his 

parents in a private room. 
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The nurses neatly packed up his baby blankets and onesies in plastic bags, and 

disconnected the machines attached to the isolette. Two nurses brought the baby's body 

back and made moldings of his hands and feet for the parents, then packed up NICU 

memorabilia for them with items such as his heart monitor leads, and his Band-Aid-sized 

blood pressure cuffs. Screens remained around his empty isolette, waiting for an 

environmental team to come and sanitize it. 

Frozen and humbled, I stared at the empty space across from me, holding Mikan 

and his wires with cautious tension. A nurse who participated in "The Lord's Prayer" 

walked past us, looked down, and said, "Makes you want to hold him a little tighter, 

huh?" 

And dammed up tears ran down my cheeks. 

I hugged Mikan and his tubes. 
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I Think We're Done Here 

Other critical babies in the unit celebrated their victory days; now it was Mikan's 

tum. Prior to his birth, we'd never imagined that extubation day, when the hard plastic 

breathing tube was finally removed from our son's mouth and throat, would become the 

most anticipated event of his life. But now, as we stood by Mikan's crib, we cherished 

the "e" word as a covenant to eliminate the ventilator from the bedside, to move into the 

"non-critical" room of the NICU, and to discuss discharge dates in the weeks ahead. 

"That nasty tube down your throat is uncomfortable, right?" My husband 

prompted him. "Let's breathe like a big boy and we'll be out of here soon." 

Mikan's alert eyes showed he sensed the excitement. 

I frowned at the white tape above and below Mikan ' s mouth that helped secure 

the breathing tube. For months the tape had hidden his face and the tube had hidden his 

voice, a necessary silent costume we'd accepted. No relatives had offered cheery 

suggestions of who he resembled. He was nearly three months old, and we didn't even 

know what our son's face looked like. We didn't know the sound of his cry. 

Mikan had a private room in the center of the NICU bay with windows along one 

wall. A respiratory therapist and nurse entered, unpacking the plastic tubes and white 

straps of a CP AP machine, one step down in respiratory support for Mikan. 

"It's Mikan's big day!" The therapist smiled as she connected sterile tubing to a 

humidifier and a cannula with nasal prongs the size of ear plugs. I imagined the tubing 

plugging his nostrils and wondered if Mikan's face would maintain a pig shape after the 

mask was no longer needed. The therapist and nurse peeled the tape off Mikan's lips, 
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careful to hold the breathing tube in place. I could almost glimpse his mouth around their 

hands. The neonatologist arrived. 

"Are we ready?" The doctor scanned the room, rubbing his chin. My husband 

and I backed a few steps away from the bedside. The respiratory therapist hovered over 

Mikan's face with the new CPAP mask, holding his breathing tube until she was given 

the order from the doctor. He nodded. 

She deftly removed the tube and shoved the large cannula into Mikan's nostrils, 

forcing pressurized air into his lungs. Mikan used every bit of strength to fight the hands 

suffocating his face. Without the ventilator tube restricting airflow past his vocal chords, 

we heard his gurgled, raspy cry for the first time. I watched him struggle and prayed he 

would calm himself and breathe normally. 

The computer beside his bed beeped, and we watched the bright green numbers 

revealing his oxygen saturation and heart rate drop. 

"Tum his oxygen up," the doctor ordered the nurse. 

"He's at 80%." 

"Give him l 00." 

The nurse cranked the oxygen to its maximum. The monitor beeped, his green 

numbers flashed, and Mikan continued to squirm underneath the CP AP mask, shaking his 

head in a fury to avoid the monstrous prongs. Outside his room, other nurses looked up 

from their work to see Mikan fight, perhaps hoping for a miracle. But his saturations 

wouldn't rise to a healthy level. His heart rate dipped into the 60s for several seconds. 

All eyes darted between Mikan and the monitor. The doctor massaged his chin with 

. .
unconscious aggress10n. 
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"I think we're done here." 

His words slapped me. They meant our day of hope and celebration had turned to 

one of disappointment, worry, and frustration. It was a reminder that our son wasn't 

following the typical premature baby' s healing path and there was no end in sight. No 

forward progress. No sense of when our son might sleep at home. 

"You should leave. You don ' t want to see this," his doctor said. We had dozens 

of questions for him, but they had to wait until Mikan ' s breathing tube was reinserted and 

he was stable. 

The therapist tossed his CP AP cannula and tubing into the trash. 

I dreaded beginning the phone chains to out-of-town relatives, relaying the 

disappointing news. In phone call after phone call , we heard "It ' ll get better," and "He ' ll 

be home before you know it" and "This will all be a blur soon- trite promises of future 

progress that annoyed me. Our situation was dismal, and no one seemed willing to 

accept it. No one wanted to talk about what we were enduring; they turned away to focus 

on some elusive future normalcy. 

It wasn't until I spoke to my dad, who talked to me in terms of the present, that I 

revisited my despair. After hearing our latest story ofMikan's failure, he said, "Jenna, in 

God's eyes, Mikan is perfect just the way he is." 

It was true. Each day I glimpsed the beauty beyond the tubes; why couldn't I see 

his wholeness with them? Why did my happiness depend upon a timetable I had no 

control of, established on nai've comparisons? Amazingly, my dad ' s words allowed me 
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to see my son as the beautiful, determined miracle he was- tubes and all, and not the one 

he would become. 

After hearing my dad's advice, I began to treasure those additional days and 

nights in the NICU when I embraced Mikan's condition. Sometimes my brain had to 

force my heart to remember his words and accept each delay. But I always gained 

stamina knowing that my time and love was a powerful and valuable maternal gift. 

Mikan's final extubation day wasn't as anticipated as the first. It didn't promise 

the elimination of the ugly vent. 

Several weeks later after a second failed attempt, his doctor had calmly delivered 

news that battered my emotional reserves. 

"Mikan hasn't made any progress. I think he needs a trach." He outlined the 

reasons leading up to his decision while I allowed my vision to blur, wishing I could 

make his words break into meaninglessness. 

A hole cut into my baby's neck, another tube, another learning curve for us. 

When we had been periodically briefed on Mikan's roller-coaster respiratory 

condition over the previous three months, a tracheostomy was mentioned as a "worst-

case scenario." But with my dad's gentle reminder, I prayed for strength. 

When Mikan returned from his tracheostomy, eyes glossy and distant from the 

anesthesia, tubing and gauze wound tightly around his neck, my husband and I stared 

down at him from each side of his crib. Neither of us spoke. 
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I'd thought I had seen it all- tubes down his throat and nose; IVs from his hands, 

feet, and head; bandages from surgeries all over his body; and plastic cords attached to 

his chest and back. But his neck was always naked. He no longer had a neck that we 

could see. His dazed stare seemed a result of the new tubing and gauze strangling him 

like a python. He was detached; he'd had enough. 

But the surgery had exposed his face to us; we could see his fatigue. 

His cheeks were mddy, most likely from the tape that was finally removed from them and 

not the natural newborn glow, but it didn't matter; they were plump and soft. And he 

had an upper lip. When I saw it purse for the first time, I knew he would look like his 

father. 
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Expert Opinions 

We were invited to rounds. Twice a week four neonatologists met with each 

baby's nurse, respiratory therapist, NICU social worker, physical therapist, and March of 

Dimes liaison among others. They took turns stating each baby's status, giving 

suggestions for treatment, and discussing his or her needs with the group. Parents didn't 

attend rounds, but when we heard of the meeting, we asked why we couldn't be present. 

If a group of experts gathered to discuss my son, I thought I had a right to hear what was 

being said. The hospital had been discussing this very idea, so we were invited. The first 

parents at the unit to participate in rounds. During a week Mikan when slipped into 

instability, my husband attended rounds to propose a change in his steroid dose. 

Earlier that day I had entered Mikan's room and checked his numbers before 

noticing his fury. 

"I'm sorry," the nurse said from the rocking chair, holding Mikan on her shoulder 

and patting his back. "I don't know why this is happening." 

Heart rate spiking 223. Blood oxygen saturations dancing in the upper 80s. 

Respirations darting over I 00 per minute. 

"I don't get it. He was fine when I left last night," I said. 

The entire week Mikan had asserted his temper. For two or three hours each 

morning, no amount of swaddling or rocking could console his stressed body. After four 

months in the NICU, his doctors had declared him "stable." But he was stable only while 

connected to a ventilator through a breathing tube in his neck. This requisite machinery 

also classified him as "medically fragile." And with his jumpy respiratory readings and 
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flashing numbers alarming outside of no1mal ranges, he wasn't "stable." At least not to 

me. 

"Do you want to hold him?" The nurse rose and untangled herself from the vent 

and suction tubing, from the oximeter wires, from the cardio and respiratory leads. I 

slipped into her rocking chair and prepared for the transfer. 

"Has he gotten his steroid yet today?" 

"No, it's due with his next feeding." 

I glanced at the clock. Twenty-five more minutes. The steroid reduced the 

inflammation in his lungs, relaxing his respirations. The neonatologists al lowed the drug 

to be administered at thirty-five weeks. It was the extra push some preemies needed to 

wean off the ventilator. So far the liquid cure hadn't worked its magic; nevertheless, we 

could see his vent and oxygen needs lessen, and he'd become dependent on the drug for 

basic respiratory contentment. 

"ls he going through withdrawal? Perhaps we could try giving half the dose in 

the morning and half at night?" 

"Perhaps. We'll have to talk to the doctor about it." 

My husband and I had been asking the doctors and nurses questions like these for 

months. 

We had no medical backgrounds, the language and customs of the NICU all 

foreign to us. Hospitals made us edgy, uncomfortable, even queasy. But because our son 

now lived in this world, we were passionate about learning. 

In the initial weeks and months, we had to trust the neonatologists' treatments 

because we lacked the expertise to contribute. But we had the power to ask questions and 
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understand the logic behind each professional decision. I spent most mornings sitting by 

Mikan's bedside waiting for his doctors to examine him and deliver orders for the day. I 

was a panther stalking its prey, armed with a list of questions my husband and I had 

discussed the night before, firing each and taking notes on the responses. 

We trnsted his doctor to find the correct vent settings to make Mikan comfortable. 

We trnsted him to know when to test his digestive system with milk. We trusted the 

anesthesiologist to know how much sedative to deliver to a baby weighing less than two 

pounds, and each surgeon to operate effectively on his heart, groin, stomach, throat, and 

eyes. 

And gradually we gained confidence in our own judgments. The vigilant 

observation and questioning provided me with more than a mother's instinct. I watched 

the doctors and nurses, and then I watched Mikan. I watched him more than anyone, and 

sometime during his hospital stay, I became confident. I knew how to manipulate hi s 

equipment to safely bathe and weigh him each evening. I knew how to operate his 

ventilator, titrate his oxygen, administer nasogastric feedings, and suction his trach. I 

also felt like I knew what was best for him. I knew that he enjoyed lying on his tummy 

and preferred being held in an upright position and patted roughly on his back. His 

animated eyes told me he appreciated the music we played softly near his bed. From 

Beethoven to Josh Graban or even John Denver, anything was more welcome than the 

incessant beeping of the NICU. He became more like my son and less like an 

experiment. 

This empowerment fueled my advocacy for quality nursing care and a role in the 

decisions made for him each day. We recognized the benefits of consistent care and 
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requested Mikan have a primary nurse. Once he was trached, I pushed to try 

breastfeeding. When we discovered he needed laser eye surgery to prevent retinal 

detachment, we stood in our son's doorway to block the infamously brusque specialist's 

exit, forcing him to answer our questions. 

But our son's life depended on multiple medical decisions each day that were out 

of our realm of professional expertise. While we assumed that his doctors had Mikan 's 

"best interests" in mind, and each decision was objective, we learned that each doctor 

often had different theories regarding stages of acute care. 

Why did one neonatologist prefer oxygen tents to nasal cannulas? Why did 

another use ajet ventilator before trying a Drager? The more time we spent in the NICU, 

the more of these differences we noted. Dr. Howard Brody addresses some of these 

concerns in ''The Social Power of Expert Healers," suggesting that at times "stating what 

is in a child's 'best interests' is really a disguised way to promote some specific adult 

agenda, which entai Is a variety of value judgments about how 'good' people ought to 

lead their I ives." 

If we were to trust each doctor's decisions, then we had to determine their 

expectations for Mikan's development. So we began probing them, trying to figure out 

what their goals were. The answers often disheartened us. I didn't want to sound nai"ve, 

so I hid my shock during these conversations. 

In one discussion I asked how long the doctor thought Mikan would need a trach. 

"Some only need it a few months, but most kids with Mikan's issues get out of the trach 

by age two." Two? I thought. Two? What about having a normal infant? I have to wait 

two years for my son to be tubeless? 
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When one doctor mentioned a g-tube surgery so Mikan could receive food 

through a tube in his stomach, I expressed reservations about its necessity if Mikan was 

close to accepting all of his calories by mouth. He said, "He's not going to get rid of the 

g-tube in a few months. He's going to have it a long time." Right. It was silly of me to 

hope he'd only need the caloric dumping vessel a little while. 

I also asked about the possibility of asthma in Mikan's future. One doctor said, 

"He probably won't run track or play basketball. But maybe he'll be good at golf." 

Really? How can we make those claims already? 

Each of these statements came from experience. From seeing the plight of 

numerous micropreemies. But the seemingly gentle reminders hit us hard, and we 

struggled with what we could see as immediate parental concerns (the odd shape of his 

head from lying down so much, the size of his cheeks from his steroids, how the vent was 

preventing him from breast or bottle feeding, how his high levels of oxygen might be 

damaging his vision, or how his steroid schedule might be affecting his heart rate) and 

what the doctors saw as his primary necessity: a stable respiratory status. 

So after several mornings of watching my son in discomfort, I stopped chiseling 

at the brick wall between the doctors and me and instead bulldozed through to their 

territory, offering my medical opinion on his treatment. I suggested his steroid dose be 

split in half and administered twice daily. The response was brief. 

"It's not the steroids that are doing this. Mikan has problems with day/night 

cycling." 

He rebuilt the wall. Where did my opinion come from? Instinct, I guess. His 

was most likely based on his twenty plus years of experience with taking care of 
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preemies. I don't remember his explanation for how day/night cycling affected heart rate 

and respiratory status, but I'm sure he gave me one. 

The week my husband attended rounds, he persisted with our hypothesis. We 

wanted more than one doctor to hear the suggestion. Perhaps it would be more difficult 

to brush aside in a large group. 

But the treatment was the same. A snappy response from the same doctor slashed 

our credibility. The stares from the large group of "experts" at rounds encouraged our 

silence. They wanted to give their opinion and move on to discuss the next baby's 

condition. We had been invited to be seen and not heard. 

Several days later, Mikan 's strange behavior stopped. Without any interventions 

or change in care-except for my insistence on holding him and singing to him for hours 

each morning until he settled down. Would changing his steroid dose have helped? 

don't know. Were his tantrums due to difficulties with day/night cycling? Perhaps. But 

the doctors couldn't be certain either. Maybe his doctors knew it was in Mikan's "best 

interest" for him to suffer through the discomfort. But they didn't have to watch his fits 

for hours each day. 

I think we can only arrive at something close to objectivity in regards to a 

patient's "best interest" if everyone invested in a child's well-being-including the child 

himself if able- brainstorms together and continuously communicates changes in care. 

Parents must trust experts to make educated decisions critical to their child's survival. 

But healthcare providers must also recognize the limits of their knowledge base, the area 

where vigilant parents become experts. 
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The doctors were right about most of Mikan's development. He wouldn't wean 

off the ventilator quickly. He would keep his trach until age two. He still has a g-tube. 

But when l watch my two-year-old roll his walker across the basketball court and 

squeal as his dad shoots, I'm not ready to accept that golf may be his only sports option. 
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Every Three Hours 

A steady stream of amniotic fluid sent us to the emergency room three months too 

early, and my tiny son was ventilated, beginning our long, unanticipated journey with life 

support. The ventilator hindered my most basic maternal privilege: breastfeeding my 

son. 

My baby couldn't breathe. He couldn't eat. 

The Children's Hospi ta] where he was born advocated breastfeeding, and even 

though his doctors knew it would be a long time before Mikan was stable enough to try it, 

lactation consultants provided me with a double pump and encouraged me to use it every 

three hours to keep my milk supply strong. 

The hospital-grade pump whooshed and hissed underneath fifteen pounds of 

metal and plastic. I'd never questioned my desire to breastfeed, so l dutifully introduced 

myself to the pump and scheduled trysts eight times a day with cold plastic bottles. 

Unable to breastfeed and separated from Mikan for most of the day by the clear 

isolette he lived in, I craved to participate in any mothering permissible. Producing Iife-

giving nutrition, the antibodies his premature system so desperately needed, consoled me. 

When l dropped off my breast milk bags each day, I didn't feel completely helpless. 

"My goodness, you could feed the entire NICU," one nurse joked as I regularly 

delivered the milk. 
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Mikan tolerated only a few milliliters of breast milk delivered via a tube in his 

nose during his first month in the hospital. Nurses began asking me to take milk home 

because they no longer had room for it in their freezer. At home, our side-by-side 

refrigerator couldn't handle the request, so we purchased a chest freezer the size of a love 

seat, and I soon filled it. 

Pumping became my job. I took a leave of absence from my teaching position, so 

I had no obligations at home. No job. No pets. No other kids. No reason not to be at 

my son's bedside or in a lactation room. 

The NICU had three bedrooms for parents to stay overnight. Down the hall from 

the unit, a Ronald McDonald house offered three additional rooms. For the next five 

months, the hospital was our primary residence. Family and friends began sending mail 

to the NICU because they knew we would receive it faster. 

We moved from one room to the next, sleeping wherever was available. My 

husband left the NICU in the morning to teach middle school, and returned to the hospital 

after the final bell rang. I only left to eat, sleep, use the bathroom, and pump. I set an 

alarm to wake me up in the middle of the night to meet my pump, then stumble into the 

unit to drop off more milk and visit with Mikan before returning to another three or four 

hours of sleep. 

I also embraced new products that increased Mikan's exposure to my milk scent. 

Shortly before Mikan was born, a neonatologist at the hospital had patented a bed for 

preemies that facilitated kangaroo care. The egg-shaped NeoNest provided Velcro straps 

and accessories to arrange various respiratory circuit tubes, IV lines, and cardio leads 
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while transferring a baby to a parent's chest. This more organized approach to 

kangarooing supported mothers and fathers who craved skin-to-skin bonding with their 

babies. 

We longed for this contact. 

Kangarooing gave us the opportunity to show Mikan we were his ever-present 

and unconditional support. The nurses and physical therapist educated us on the 

biological and physiological effects of kangarooing, including a likelihood of weaning off 

the ventilator faster and going home sooner. Resting Mikan on my chest also increased 

milk production. Often his breathing would relax when I held him, and the nurses 

attributed this to Mikan's familiarity with my scent and the way kangarooing recreated a 

womb-like atmosphere for him. My husband and I took turns holding him throughout the 

day for two-hour periods. 

I also tried the Zaky. A Zaky looked like a long bean bag arm with a hand at the 

end, and it wrapped around or laid on top of a baby, helping him feel confined, 

mimicking the comfort of the amniotic sac. A nurse encouraged me to rub the bag on my 

body so it would absorb my scent and Mikan could feel my presence even when he 

wasn't held. I slept with the Zaky stuffed down my shirt, ready to deliver my maternal 

fragrance to Mikan, praying it would help with the transition to breastfeeding. 

When Mikan was old enough to develop a sucking reflex, I asked the nurses to 

dip his pacifier in my breast milk. When he mouthed the tiny nipple, I became a nurturer. 

It was a small natural breakthrough in the sterile world of artificial intervention. 
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When Mikan was three months old and his respiratory condition hadn't improved, 

his doctor decided he needed to be ventilated through a trach before he completely lost 

interest in feeding or developed an oral aversion. I was horrified. 

The bandages that strangled Mikan after surgery devastated me. But in his 

tubeless face I saw the opportunity to finally breastfeed. Because the monitoring of his 

calories was vital for growth, I wasn't allowed to begin immediately. Instead I practiced 

offering him bottles of breast milk. Although he usually fatigued after one or two 

ounces, his doctors and nurses were encouraged by his progress and eventually granted 

me permission to try breastfeeding. 

I situated myself in a chair near Mikan's crib and snuggled my ribs with his bright 

green nursing pillow purchased months earlier in anticipation of this day. A nurse 

organized his tubes and wires so they wouldn't pull, and she laid him in my arms. 

Before I could even unbutton my shirt, he began rooting. 

The most natural impulse, made unnatural over the last several months, had 

returned to him. 

When I offered him my breast, he sucked with quiet steadiness. His big eyes 

looked up at me over puffy steroid cheeks, and his tiny hand clasped my finger, as if to 

say, "Thanks, Mom, for not giving up on me." My affair with the pump had not only 

provided Mikan with his principal nutrition, it led us to this moment of union. In this 

moment, I delivered strength to my son to endure whatever challenges God gave him. 
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For the next couple months, l kept pumping and practicing breastfeeding as often 

as was allowed. Most of his milk was still delivered through his nasal tube, but he 

continued to latch on regularly for brief periods before he would tire out and let the 

ventilator do most of his breathing. 

When Mikan finally left the hospital, he brought with him a home care nurse and 

a whole slew ofmedical equipment and supplies, including his ventilator and nasal 

feeding tube. At home I breastfed at my leisure, but only for five minutes every couple 

hours, as Mikan's respiratory condition tolerated it. But I kept trying. l knew he needed 

it. 

Two weeks after welcoming Mikan to our home, my husband and I awoke to the 

scream of his home care nurse. 

With aggressive thuds my husband and I fought the blankets and sped to the 

living room where the nurse was hovering over Mikan's crib. His bluish lips sickened 

me. The nurse had hooked up an ambu bag to his trach and was administering CPR. She 

bagged him with intensity, the sweat dripping off her forehead as she compressed the 

large blue bulb. 

"Come on baby, wake up, take a breath," l pleaded. 

I grabbed the ambu bag and continued CPR while the nurse listened to his chest 

and my husband called 911. Squeezing the soft plastic in and out, I calmly, methodically 

fell into the appropriate life-saving rhythm while my heart pounded in my ears and 

burned in my chest, like a never-ending roller coaster drop. Relief sprinted through my 

body when Mikan's eyes popped open and he began fighting the air I pushed into his 
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lungs. He required more oxygen than what we could provide at home, so we hopped into 

the ambulance for a trip back to the familiar sterility. 

After that brief respiratory setback, Mikan lost all interest in feeding-bottle or 

breast. When we tried to feed him, he became so agitated he would have difficulty 

breathing. The hospital's speech therapist discouraged even trying oral feedings because 

of his unstable condition. But he needed the calories to grow so his lungs could heal. His 

doctor recommended a g-tube be placed in his stomach since it would be a long time 

before he ate independently- several months, perhaps even years, and his nasal tube kept 

him at a high risk for aspiration. His respiratory discomfort made him defensive with 

anything near his mouth. My breastfeeding window had closed. 

As we prepared for another discharge, my husband and I had to accept that Mi kan 

had developed an oral aversion, and we would have to pursue new therapies to foster his 

feeding skills. Before we left, l walked into the hospital's lactation room, stared at the 

cold metal double pump, and sighed, 

"Looks like it's just you and me for a while." 
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Shirked by the System 

We'd heard people refer to "a broken system." After my son was born 

prematurely in 2008, my husband and I learned the partial definition of this phrase. We 

delved into nuances of our insurance policy we never thought we'd be interested in. We 

saw the "system's" inexperience with the unique circumstances our son presented as a 

ventilator-dependent child with private insurance. Mikan's birth exposed a healthcare 

system ill-equipped to serve extremes, incompetent and greedy at times, and suffering a 

shortage of quality providers. 

We didn't fit in. But I didn't realize it immediately. 

"So how old are you exactly, if you don't mind my asking?" The nurse who took 

care of Mikan on his three-week birthday asked me this. Initially 1 wasn't offended. I' ve 

often been mistaken for a much younger age. But I had lived at the NICU long enough to 

observe many parents, and after being asked the same question by another nurse, I 

realized they assumed Mikan's prematurity was due to my youth. There were other early 

births to teenagers within a few weeks of Mikan. I was twenty-four at the time, and we 

had no reason to believe I wasn't capable of healthily bearing children. 

I avoided the younger parents. Many people asked if we'd met a lot of other 

parents in the NICU. I always replied with the same conventional answer the questioner 

anticipated. I usually didn't possess the energy to give the real answer as often as it was 

asked. 

"Yeah, there are a lot of parents here," I'd say. "It's nice to talk to people going 

through the same thing we are." This was a lie. We didn't meet many people who shared 
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our story. Sure, there were a lot of other babies in the unit, but most were there for 

different reasons. Perhaps there were a few families we might have befriended under 

different circumstances, had their stay lasted as long as ours. But the truth was that most 

babies came and went within a few weeks or a few months. Very few endured our length 

of stay. And we didn't know why we were there. When we asked my doctor why my 

water broke early, he told us, 

"If I knew the answer to that, I wouldn't be here. I'd be in Stockholm accepting 

the Nobel Prize." 

When I first realized we didn't fit in, I was proud. My son wasn't born early 

because I smoked or drank or used drugs during my pregnancy. I wasn't underweight or 

overweight, too young or too old to carry a baby. On bed rest, my doctor told me that l 

most likely had contracted an unknown infection that hurt the baby ' s amniotic sac, but 

left me unaffected. We didn't know how it happened. We didn't know how to prevent it 

in the future. Much later I learned that this situation was more common than I'd reallzed, 

but no other women I met shared this frustration during Mikan's six-month hospital stay. 

I loathed greeting other NICU parents smoking in the parking garage. 

But whatever subtle arrogance I acquired sharing the unit with drug addicts or 

teenage anorexics didn't help my son heal. My private insurance, education, and stable, 

two-parent home environment to welcome Mikan into didn't guarantee a shorter NlCU 

stay, less medical complications, or better treatment. I envied those parents whose 

preemies soared past milestones required to exit the unit (breathing, eating, gaining 

weight) , wondering why 1 needed to have these little champions as my son's crib 
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neighbors. But each baby that left kept us puzzled about Mikan's weak respiratory 

system and stagnant status. 

Once it became clear Mikan would have both long and short-term healthcare 

needs, the NICU social worker gave us pamphlets on government services he could apply 

for. But our teaching salaries disqualified Mikan from several government-run programs 

presented. When we applied for the Social Security ' s Disability Program, the case 

worker denied Mikan because our bank account had more than the $3,000 ceiling, and 

suggested we blow our savings on a new car so he could receive benefits. We ignored 

the inesponsible proposal and turned our attention to bringing our son home. 

After months of living at the hospital's Ronald McDonald House and spending 

every waking opportunity at Mikan's bedside, we finally worked with his doctor to 

prepare for his complicated discharge. Mikan's respiratory status hadn ' t improved for a 

couple months. Even after his tracheostomy, when a tube was inserted in his neck to 

bypass an airway deformity and help him breathe, he remained reliant on his ventilator 

and oxygen. His medically fragile label qualified him for home nursing care, and with 

the help of the NICU social worker, we began searching for available agencies. Because 

we couldn't hire a babysitter to watch Mikan, home care was essential to keeping our 

jobs and private insurance. 

But Anthem didn ' t care. The doctor informed us that our insurance policy only 

covered thirty days of skilled nursing. The company viewed the skilled nursing need as 

an "educational transition time" for the parents to learn to care for their child at home, 

and not to be used for help with skilled needs so they could return to work. 
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"Can Anthem guarantee that Mikan will be healthy in thirty days?" I asked him. 

He promised to fight the insurance company to extend its coverage. Private duty nursing 

for sixteen hours a day for a period of thirty days was less than adequate, but it was all we 

had to work with. 

"You shouldn't have any problems finding an agency. You have insurance," the 

social worker reassured me. She implied that nursing agencies were more motivated to 

accept patients with private insurance because they received higher reimbursements than 

those with only Medicaid. But at the time, the hospital only sent home an average of one 

baby a year who needed private duty nursing because of a ventilator, so her confidence 

may have been unsubstantiated. 

The summer months dwindled, and I never got rid of my pasty winter hue. It was 

way past our hoped for '"due date discharge." The back-to-school department store 

commercials told me I needed to start preparing for work. The lack of available home 

care agencies delayed our discharge an additional month. The social worker called a list 

of providers who didn't have any pediatric nurses available. One agency promised to 

staff us after two ofMikan's NICU nurses agreed to apply to the agency and work his 

case so we could finally go home. After the nurses completed an extensive application 

process that included blood work, we were told the agency had withdrawn its proposal 

and could no longer secure additional nurses to staff us. Eventually we ended up with a 

company barely qualified to take our case. 

Atlas Home Care agreed to the thirty-day coverage of an eight-hour day and night 

shift that our insurance had provided. The contract meant we could go home. Our son 

could see his nursery. We could sleep in our own bed. But Nurse Nadine disturbed our 
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fantasy of normalcy that first evening home when she walked through our door reeking of 

smoke and coughing, diffusing contagious uneasiness. 

"Don't worry, I 'm not sick, it's just because I smoke," she told us . Oh, well , then 

come on in! I thought. Make sure you hold my premature baby really close so his weak 

lungs and compromised immune system can absorb the filth from your smoke-stained 

scrubs. 

Later that evening, Mikan 's feeding tube came out of his nose. 

'Tm going to let you guys put that back down. I've never put an NG in a baby 

before." Nadine crinkled her nose at the tube. 

"Oh that's ok, l can do it. .. Can you hold his hands down though?" I tried to hide 

my astonishment at her incompetence as I shoved the feeding tube up my screaming 

baby's nose and down his throat. This was the first of many surprises. 

"How often do you do trach care?" she asked. "Once a week?" 

"Twice a day for right now," I told her. 

"Well let me know how you do it because I'm used to working with adults." We 

quickly found this was the root cause of many of our nursing problems. None of the 

Atlas nurses in our home had worked with babies before, despite their brochure's claim 

to be "pediatric nursing specialists." 

New frustrations with other nurses came each day of our first week home . One 

day Mikan 's ventilator began alanning when I disconnected his inhalation tube to 

untangle it. "Could you silence that for me?" I asked the nurse of the day. 

"Oh, we 're not allowed to touch the ventilators." What? I silently fumed. 

You ' re not allowed to touch the ventilators? Then how am I supposed to let you take 
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care ofmy son when I'm not here? My insides tightened with anger. I felt as if I was 

carefully balancing my emotions in the core of my body, nervous they would tumble out 

in a rage. So what are you allowed to do? I telepathically asked her. Hold and rock my 

baby? Thanks, but l can ask my neighbor to help me with that. My insurance was paying 

$40-50 an hour for skilled nurses who weren't allowed to touch ventilators. Both my 

husband and I, particularly uneasy administering medical care before Mikan was born, 

were now more qualified than this nurse to take care of him or any other child with 

similar needs. 

After our first few days home, nurses stopped showing up on a regular basis. For 

Mikan's first three days, we had all staffing taken care of. But the fourth night, Nadine 

called in sick, and the agency couldn't find a replacement. Over the next ten days, 

Nadine called in sick five times. 

Our fifth night home no nurse was even scheduled. Our first night alone. l feared 

falling asleep and missing one of Mikan's alarms. The steady absences began a barrage 

of phone calls with Atlas, including several conference calls to the nursing supervisor and 

owner. Weren't we entitled to all hours our insurance would pay for? At least we 

deserved that Atlas would honor their commitment to schedule someone for each of the 

hours they promised. One evening after Nadine called off for the third time, the nursing 

supervisor brought Pam into our home at 11 pm and "trained" her on the ventilator from 

11 pm to 12:30am while we waited patiently to fall asleep. 

1 :30 a.m. "Psst. .. guys ....Hey, sorry to wake you. I'm having some trouble with 

Mikan, though." We followed Pam into our living room. Mikan had woken up, and she 

didn't know what to do because he was crying and breathing rapidly. I tried to be as 
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polite as possible in my sleep-deprived state. "Well, you might have to pick him up and 

calm him down." I rocked him back to sleep, and then set him in his crib. One hour 

later, Pam called for us again. 

"I just don't think he's acting right. He's really fussy. He's breathing eighty 

times per minute-that's respiratory distress." My husband wasn't as nice as me. 

"Pam, he ' s a baby. Babies are fussy." He picked Mikan up and held him till the 

end of Pam's shift. We didn't go back to sleep that night. 

Later that morning, Pam confessed, "Dealing with babies is just different. I'm 

used to taking care of older people who are 'on their way out,' if you know what I mean. 

With babies there's more pressure. Everyone expects them to get better." Then you 

shouldn't be taking care ofmy baby if you can't handle it, I thought. We were upset at 

the position the agency put Pam in by training her in the middle of the night and 

expecting her to watch Mikan while we slept. 

Before her shift ended, Pam expressed discomfort with taking care of Mikan and 

told us she was going to ask Atlas to take her off our case. When we called the agency to 

ask who would be covering for her the following three nights, Atlas said that Pam had 

"changed her mind and would be there." But instead of Pam ringing our doorbell at 

eleven, when her shift began, we got a phone call from Atlas at midnight saying that she 

called in "sick." The same phone call disturbed us the following two nights. We later 

discovered the company pressured Pam to stay on the case because they didn't have any 

replacements for her. But we never saw her again. 

We filed a complaint with the State oflndiana because we had only been staffed 

about 40% of our shifts and late-night and early-morning training was taking place in our 
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house. At my job, ifl showed up 40% of the time, I would be fired. I'm not sure why 

they kept their nurses. Perhaps the pediatric home care nursing shortage was so great that 

they were forced to employ unreliable or unqualified staff. 

After Nadine woke us screaming one night when she found Mikan blue in his 

crib, we returned to the hospital. While Mikan recovered, Atlas called us to say they had 

dropped our case. We waited another month in the hospital, knowing our private 

insurance couldn't guarantee anything. 

The problems we had with Atlas stemmed from the agency's decision to try 

staffing a case with unreliable and unqualified nurses. One nurse from Atlas informed us 

that he was persuaded by his nursing supervisor to cut his hours with another patient 

because our private insurance case promised him more money. This nurse knew that 

Nadine and Pam were also working on other cases and assumed they were given the same 

proposition. With dollar signs in its eyes, the agency had agreed to staff a case they 

didn't have the resources for and coerced untrained nurses into accepting it. 

l 'm certain Atlas isn't the only agency with unethical practices; money is the 

driving force of all for-profit organizations; however, I think our problems were also 

linked to broader social issues, such as the shortage of skilled pediatric nurses. While 

Mikan was still in the NICU, one of his primary nurses mentioned her disappointment 

with her insurance benefits through the hospital. She also confided that she was 

considering switching jobs to work in a doctor's office where although she wouldn't be 

using all of her nursing skills, she would receive better benefits. I was shocked that the 

hospital didn't appear to be doing more for (what I perceived to be) its more crucial 

nurses. 
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To increase patient quality of life and caregiver satisfaction, home care agencies 

should be required to follow a stricter ethics code. This should include a commitment to 

staff all hours pledged before discharge from a hospital, especially with a patient who has 

never been home before. Furthennore, agencies should require home care nurses to 

spend a day at the hospital with an infant about to be discharged in order to learn his or 

her care. On-the-job training should be supplementary. And anyone who enters a home 

to care for a patient on life support better be comfortable managing the requisite 

equipment. 

Certainly poor decisions made by parents cause many premature births, which is 

why adults with children as home care patients often are stereotyped as a "drain on the 

system" and why the March of Dimes supports education programs to prevent 

prematurity. But because it is impossible to eliminate all birth defects, even if all women 

received excellent prenatal care, a need for competent pediatric nurses exists. To 

properly serve these babies, this country could benefit from a social health care option 

that was easily accessible. When our thirty days expired with Anthem, we were left 

begging for Medicaid coverage as soon as possible. In the meantime, the lifetime 

maximum on our private insurance policy was depleted each month Mikan used his life 

support. Anthem nearly forced us off their policy because without home care, one of us 

would have had to quit our job to care for Mikan. If that person was the insurance 

carrier, then we'd have been thrown onto the public system. At twenty-five, we had 

already used over $1,000,000 of our $5,000,000 policy. We worried about finding an 

insurance company to accept us after we maxed out. 
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When we prepared to leave for home a second time, our commitment to Mikan 

insured we demanded and investigated "quality care" before we left the hospital. We 

knew that it meant we would stay at the hospital for another several weeks or possibly 

months. Our guts told us there had to be something better out there; there had to be an 

agency with people who were qualified to take care of Mikan and who did it because they 

enjoyed helping a child grow healthy and overcome overwhelmingly dire circumstances 

and not because they were paid four dollars more an hour. 

We did find that agency, and I'm pleased to say Mikan has two well-trained 

nurses who do what they can to keep our son healthy and thriving at home. But it took us 

an additional month of waiting in the hospital, exposed to germs and subject to an 

imposed schedule. We finally went home only when we agreed to accept whatever 

nursing hours the agency could offer us, which was far less than what our insurance had 

agreed to pay at that time. 

Our son's birth unearthed some troubling discoveries about the limits of our 

healthcare system and the selfish practices that have found a home there. These are the 

places our system is broken. The birth of a premature baby is devastating, and both 

understanding the complex care involved and learning to accept the journey painstakingly 

necessary. Finding quality healthcare coverage shouldn't interfere with this vital process. 
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Maintaining Pink 

The "Low Battery" warning flashed in green letters, shrilling every two minutes 

until I pressed the silence button. We needed an outlet. We had left my son's back-up 

ventilator battery in the van for the appointment, relying on the machine's internal battery 

to deliver the vital breaths to his lungs. 

I zoomed Mikan's stroller across the hospital's entryway, his home care nurse, 

Michelle, keeping pace. 

"It's ok; we'll just have to bag him if it dies before we find an outlet," she 

reassured me. 

The vent had begun alarming as we prepared to leave the waiting room after his 

appointment. My mom scuITied to the parking garage to retrieve the back-up battery. 

Michelle and I headed to the front entrance to meet her, the intermittent beeping drawing 

curious glances from observers. 

But it was taking too long. We scoured the waiting area for outlets. Michelle 

removed his ambu bag from the stroller, ready to perform CPR through his trach if 

necessary. l stopped at the circulation desk, but the worker seemed confused by our odd 

request. She was about to pick up the phone and presumably call someone who was 

more familiar with the building, when I spotted an outlet between two sets of the sliding 

doors leading into the hospital. 

The stress drained from my body, like a limb waking from sleep. I plugged his 

extension cord into the wall. The obnoxious beeping ceased, and people stopped staring 
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in our direction. Mikan gazed at me and chewed on his plastic ring, unfazed by the minor 

emergency, the whooshing of the ventilator uninterrupted. 

When we reunited with my mom, her displaced hair confessed her panic. She 

explained her elevator lost power and stopped running, locking her inside. She used her 

cell phone to call for help and demand to be rescued first because of her grandson's low 

vent battery. Her flushed complexion welcomed relief to see Mikan pink and alert. 

He began babbling to her with his new speaking valve for his trach. His "ahhs" 

and "baahs" were tentative as he tested out the new skill. They made my mom laugh. 

She wasn't accustomed to the chaos, that edgy attentiveness that swarms every parent of 

a medically fragile infant. She hadn't seen nurses revive Mikan's failing body before. 

I 'd learned to cool-headedly trust the ambu bag to restore his graying face. 

We began loading the van according to the routine I'd now mastered. I ignored 

the early February bite and moved nimbly. Suction machine and emergency bag first. 

External vent battery. Then oximeter. I transferred Mikan to his car seat while Michelle 

managed the vent, oxygen, and tubing connected to his trach. We reconnected the vent to 

the external battery and Mikan 's toe probe to his oximeter. His back-up oxygen tanks 

came next. Finally, his bag of extra cords, wires, and tubes should something 

malfunction. Bringing up the rear were the less critical bags, those containing feeding 

supplies, formula, diapers, and wipes. 

Five months earlier, my husband and I had perfected the operation ofMikan's 

various equipment and practiced the science of loading up the car for discharge from the 

hospital. Withal lb. 12 oz. preemie, we expected a long hospital stay, but hadn 't 
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anticipated the loads of extra equipment that would leave with him for an undetermined 

amount of time. 

By then we had learned to embrace Mikan's condition, which was out of our 

control, and we anticipated a life at home with our first child, tubes and all. 

Those tubes were a constant presence. They traveled with us everywhere and 

demanded adjusting whenever I picked Mikan up. In the car, they had to lie so that they 

didn't pull on his trach tube, changing its position and possibly blocking off his airway. 

They imprisoned my son, anchoring him to a spot unless I could enlist help moving his 

medical entourage. I felt constantly tethered as well, frustrated I couldn't show him the 

world with ease. 

Travel demanded vigilance. And we didn't even think about driving anywhere by 

ourselves with Mikan. So on this particularly long trip, I was prepared. I had even asked 

my mom to drive us in her van because our Buick Skylark didn't afford enough space for 

us and Mikan's luggage on such a long a trip. Mikan's home care nurse sat in a bucket 

seat next to Mikan, and I sat shot gun. 

Mikan was a trooper in the car. His darting eyes absorbed the blurred white fields 

and forests. 

But thirty miles from home, he grew fussy. Seconds later, he jerked his face 

inconsolably from side to side. 

"What's the matter?" I asked Michelle. Michelle, in the middle of a g-tube 

feeding, tried to calm him down. 
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"We need to pull over," she ordered. 

"There's nowhere to pull over here. I ' ll stop at the next exit," my mom said. 

"Pull over NOW," I demanded, pointing to the highway's shoulder. I ripped off 

my seatbelt and leaned over Mikan. He was already blue and unconscious. Michelle had 

begun unbuckling his harness with one hand and reaching for our emergency bag with the 

other. 

"Can you get him out?" she asked me. I yanked his limp arms free, disconnected 

his vent tubing and laid him across Michelle's knees. His trach was tied to his neck, but 

completely removed from his airway. He must have squirmed out of it. I removed the 

trach from his neck and handed Michelle a new one. She placed it in his neck and 

hooked the ambu bag to it. I grabbed our liquid oxygen tank and attached the tubing to 

the ambu bag, cranking it up to six liters. Michelle slowly and deliberately depressed the 

blue bulb of the bag, forcing breath into his lungs. I rubbed his leg. 

"Come on, bud." I tapped his limbs. 

"Come on, Mikan." Michelle was rubbing his chest with her free hand. 

How long did this take? I can't remember. Life stopped. 

Then Mikan's eyes popped open. Relief. My skin was damp. Had I been 

sweating the whole time? Without his speaking valve, Mikan silently cried as we 

continued bagging him until his lips reestablished a pink hue. We waited several minutes 

for his oximeter saturations to return to normal. Meanwhile semis whizzed past us, 

shaking the van, reminding us of our precarious position. 
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Michelle reattached his ventilator and returned Mikan to his car seat. We 

determined the most likely cause of the apnea was from his tubing pulling on his trach 

and blocking the air the vent tried to deliver. In an effort to get oxygen, Mikan jerked his 

neck away from the tubing, dislodging his trach before he passed out. 

It wasn't the first time I'd seen Mikan blue. But this was the first emergency in 

the car. l' d thought I ' d taken every precaution to prevent something like this. But I 

couldn't prevent anything. All I could do was prepare to respond. Mikan was out of my 

control. 

Once home, Mikan took a four-hour nap. I remember standing over his crib and 

checking his color, not trusting the oximeter. His crib sat in our living room, along with 

an IV pole that supp01icd his ventilator and humidity pot, next to a table with his suction 

machine, oximeter, and extra supplies. 

The set-up reminds one of a mini-hospital. No parents fantasize about this 

arrangement as they prepare a nursery for their first child. In the NICU, my prayers 

vacillated between begging God to rid Mikan of the dreadful machinery and a tentative, 

yet submissive mantra of "Your will be done." At home I learned to focus on Mikan's 

care and ignore the nagging question "Why me?" But that evening I submitted to 

exasperation. Why did my living room have to be a hospital? Why did I have to see my 

son blue so many times? Why couldn't I take him with me to the grocery store, or the 

library, or to play with other infants? But these thoughts evaporated as I tended to 

Mikan. Suctioning his trach, titrating his oxygen, and preparing his next g-tube feeding. 
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And I consoled myself with the thought that although my preparations hadn't prevented a 

crisis, perhaps they had prevented a tragedy. 

In the days and months following Mikan's discharge, many friends told us, "I 

don't know how you do it." What exactly did they mean by "do it?" The twenty-four 

hour vigilant care? The never-ending doctor appointments and therapies? Bypassing 

social functions because my ventilator-dependent son couldn't travel safely? I told them 

that "I do it because I have to," and that they would do the same for their children. 

What's my other option? Not "doing it?" I care for him because he's my son, and he's 

fought longer and harder to see this world than many other infants. He needs a caregiver 

and an advocate just like any other child. I've grown to appreciate his equipment and not 

loathe it. His routine is normal. 

At fourteen months, Mikan ditched his ventilator. At two, his trach was removed, 

pem1itting a daily routine that was more "normal toddler" and less "medically-fragile 

infant." These progressions have reduced his dependency on electrical outlets. Today he 

only uses an outlet to change his iPad so he can search alphabet or counting videos on 

Y ouTube, or read an interactive Dr. Seuss book. Other life-giving outlets are the park 

and the library, which he asks for with avid compulsion. Periodically I peruse the 

numerous pictures I took during his six-month hospital stay, pictures where I thought he 

looked "cute." All have puffy steroid cheeks with prominent blood vessels. One reveals 

a glossy, swollen stare with a freshly bandaged neck after his tracheostomy. 

People must have thought he looked like death. 
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A couple months before the car emergency, an acquaintance came to take pictures 

of Mikan in our home. Afterwards she sent me digital copies in which she had edited and 

erased the vent tubing, so he looked more "normal." I didn't like them. Mikan has tubes, 

I thought. And that's just how he is. I didn't order any pictures. 
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Dark Parenting 

As soon as I saw the raw hole in Mikan's stomach, I yelled for my husband. Our 

son smiled at me from his changing table, waiting for me to continue singing his "wake-

up song," unaware of the dilemma. John ran into our son's bedroom and searched 

Mikan's crib for the missing feeding tube. 

We had no idea how long during the night his stomach had been rid of the g-tube. 

But we had to replace it before the site began to close up. Since we used the g-tube for 

all of his nutrition, if we couldn't replace it, we'd have to go to the ER. 

The stoma was red. Gastric juices had irritated the skin. Puffy granulation tissue 

bubbled in uneven rings around the opening. I held my breath and searched for a new g-

tube on the changing table, trying not to think too much about the black depth that should 

not have been exposed. 

My husband and I are not medical professionals. In fact, when we were in high 

school, although unsure of what we wanted to study in college, we knew for certain that it 

wouldn't be anything in the medical field. Less than a month after we married, John 

fainted while watching a nurse insert an IV in my arm. I was the one undergoing surgery, 

but my husband's queasy stomach landed him on his own gurney with his own nurse 

feeding him cookies and juice. He claimed his weakness germinated in his elementary 

school days volunteering as a candy striper in the hospital where his mom worked. The 

smell of hospitals has assaulted his stomach ever since. 

I wish I had some thick skin to counter his deficit. The truth is I can't watch my 

arm get poked either. In my own family, I was notorious for the same Achilles heel. In 
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college, I'd nearly passed out when I cut myself with a pair of scissors. I'd avoided 

Saving Private Ryan because, from what I understand, my eyes would have been closed 

for the majority of the movie. I'd briefly wondered how our shared weakness would 

affect future parenting, but I assumed that something magical would occur to give us 

strength when the time came. 

I don't know if it was magic. I'd more accurately describe it as forceful 

immersion. But after our son was born, we didn't have the option to be tentative. 

Arriving three months prematurely and under two pounds, this helpless extension of 

ourselves demanded our immediate acclimation to hospital life. 

When we heard Mikan would need several blood transfusions, John swallowed 

his nerves and volunteered to donate. He had only given blood once before and passed 

out soon afterwards. But John ' s obligation to do what he could for his helpless boy 

overcame any discomfort with needles. 

During Mikan's six-month hospital stay, we grew accustomed to comforting our 

son during daily blood draws. We discovered his boyish cuteness despite a tube down his 

throat, tape adorning his upper and lower lips and cheeks, and wires and IVs tangled 

around each limb. We learned the careful positioning of his ventilator tubes for skin-to-

skin holding, and the catheter depth for suctioning his airway. 

Mikan was halfway into his stay when we learned he would need a trach. I was 

disgusted. It unnerved me knowing I had to learn how to stick something inside his 

airway. This new intervention forced us to address a fresh level of discomfort. 

A couple months later, Mikan was discharged. He hadn't fully grown to become 

the normal infant we'd expected, but his condition was stable enough for him to heal at 
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home. So we finally left the hospital with our trached and ventilated son, entirely 

dependent on a g-tube. Each day and night we spent by his side in the NICU and PICU 

had prepared us for this discharge, and we'd grown comfortable with his complicated 

care. 

At home we watched Mikan slowly heal. Eventually his lungs developed enough 

that he was able to wean off his ventilator, and we hoped his trach might soon disappear 

as well. We still used his g-tube for most of his nutrition, but overall, life had taken a 

deep breath. 

The morning Mikan's g-tube came out, I knew not to panic. I mechanically 

located a new tube, hooked up a water-filled syringe to its side and attempted to insert the 

device into his stomach and inflate the balloon. But the silicone tube kept bending. I 

squeezed lubricant over the tube, and shoved it at the opening several times. Mikan 

wailed. The hole had already begun to seal. 

"I can't create enough resistance. It won't go in." 

John grabbed the tube from me, and I rubbed Mikan's head, apologizing for 

causing him so much pain. He attempted to force the tube in unsuccessfully. Then he 

grabbed a Q-tip from the changing table and inserted the plastic end into the g-tube. He 

lined up the tube with Mikan's stoma and pushed. Hard. A sickening plunk told us he'd 

succeeded. He removed the Q-tip. 

"Thank God," I said. 

"Can you hold this?" John asked, gesturing to the tube's exterior port, now 

covering the black hole. "I need to sit down." 
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I inflated the balloon with water to secure the tube while John watched from the 

floor. 

In the midst of the urgency, I had forgotten how disturbing this emergency must 

have been for my husband. He acted out of necessity, transcending himself to help his 

son. I picked up Mikan to comfort him and watched John drawing slow, deep breaths 

while lying on the bedroom floor. 

"Good job, Dad." 

*** 
One evening months later, l was driving home and noticed an accident on the side 

of the highway. As l approached the two smashed cars, I realized they had been 

abandoned. I couldn't help thinking about what I would have done if I had passed the 

accident sooner, perhaps before medics arrived. Would I have stopped to help? Or 

would I call an ambulance as l drove by? Since Mikan 's birth, I've felt an obligation to 

help others where my experience is appropriate. Did a Higher Power give me my son for 

a reason? Arn I supposed to use him to develop my potential? Speaking publicly about 

prematurity and caring for a medically fragile child has come naturally, as does offering 

advice within an online community. But was I meant for more? Was Mikan meant for 

more? 

I hope that one day, if an emergency arises, the memory of my son will guide my 

car to the side of the road to face the darkness. 
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He's Going to Make It 

He sits on the floor with his legs tucked underneath him. A squeal escapes an 

indefatigable grin as he watches his younger cousin jump on his Christmas present: a 

mini-trampoline. At nearly three, he doesn't know how to jump. He can't even stand 

without using the bar attached to the trampoline for support. But he 's thrilled watching 

his cousin use the present. He signs for "more jumping" and giggles from the ground 

each time her feet fly above his head. When it's his tum, he crawls on the tough mesh 

and uses the bar to pull himself to stand. When we tell him to jump, he jerks his legs and 

shakes his head, slightly bending at the waist and then straightening up again, with the 

same delight on his face that effervesced from the ground. 

This doesn't seem like the same boy the nurses described as having an "attitude." 

When he was hospitalized, I attributed his fussy spells to a new nurse's inexperience with 

making him comfortable. A PICU nurse once told us that Mikan hated her. He was six 

months old at the time. How can an infant hate a caregiver? l thought. 

I studied him longer than the medical experts, so I learned that he preferred to sit 

upright or lie on his belly because he could breathe better. Or that reading to him and 

rubbing his temples relaxed him enough to reduce his oxygen needs. Time with him 

revealed these idiosyncrasies. He often fought blood draws, trach changes, or any 

transitions, but I saw this as a positive trait. 

"These preemies are fighters," one nurse told me. "They have to be." 
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My husband first noticed Mikan's detem1ination when he was a couple days old 

and his little body stretched out on John's chest in what he called "the touchdown Jesus 

position." 

"He's going to be a football player," he beamed. 

Another day Mikan reached out a hand towards his dad with his thumb and 

pointer touching. 

"It's the three-point sign! He's going to be a basketball player." We'd heard the 

doctors' projections of chronic lung disease, but Mikan seemed to be telling everyone 

that he wasn't listening. 

Three years later, he races his walker around the basketball court outside and 

practices shooting in his Nerf hoop in his room. 

Kids have the innate curiosity to try everything, even if adults never expect them 

to succeed. Mikan's curiosity led to an excited determination to meet infant and toddler 

milestones of smiling and laughing, rolling and crawling. Although developing in the 

dust of his toddler cousins, he hasn't been frustrated. 

His cognitive strength filled the gaps left by fine and gross motor skills. When he 

showed interest in identifying countries and bodies of water on a world map at twenty-

four months, I knew there would be many milestones I would miss if I only paid attention 

to the pediatrician's charts. I have to smile when he points out Sri Lanka, or the Caspian 

Sea, while his older cousin, when shown the letter 'B,' shouts, "car!" 
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Today the three therapists who analyze his behavior weekly find new 

developmental concerns with each piece of perceived progress. Why does Mikan prefer 

to play alone instead of engaging with other two or three-year-olds? Could his desire to 

read cereal boxes or take a toy to the table when he eats be a sign he will be antisocial in 

school? ls his fascination with numbers and letters and his above-average reading ability 

a sign of hyperlexia, a symptom of autism? 

I mentally note each concern, and while I don't wish to feed denial, I observe my 

nieces and nephews and think that any toddler who had three therapists analyzing his/her 

every move would have a list of quirks to address. What 1 see is a preference to play 

alone when his cousins' behavior is erratic and aggressive, reading boxes at the table a 

craving to practice his reading skills, and his "hyperlexia" an early sign he will grow to 

be a genius and future leader of the world. 

Every bit of progress Mikan has made has shown his playfully obstinate desire to 

grow in his own way, even since birth. On his second day of life, when his outlook 

appeared grim, John and I weary with depressing prognoses, we stood with his nurse and 

watched her complete an assessment. A white and blue plastic sea of tubes concealed 

most of his face save a pink nose. He had barely moved since birth, so we were delighted 

to see one of his tiny arms jerk up in the air when the nurse put a thermometer underneath 

it. The dime-sized hand rested on a wide tube that channeled pressurized air through his 

nose. We watched as each of his fingers peeled away from the tube, leaving one 

remammg. 

His middle finger. 
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I laughed for the first time since his birth. 

I imagined the finger as a symbol of his resistance. If he grew to be as feisty as 

the gesture suggested, I knew he would make it. l knew he would make it out of the 

hospital and eventually take his turn on a trampoline. 
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Nom1al Pregnancy 

We didn't know what it meant to need your cervix stitched, but it didn't sound 

pleasant. And the tense look the radiologist and doctor had exchanged during the 

ultrasound told us it was serious. I got dressed and my husband and I numbly waited for 

the doctor to return. 

The doctor drew diagrams of a normal cervix and an incompetent one, explaining 

that mine was too thin to support the pregnancy and that I would need a procedure, a 

cerclage, to stitch it closed and hold the baby inside as long as possible. 

My doctor had decided to check my cervical length with my second pregnancy 

because of the extreme prematurity of my son. Although the previous doctor's notes 

specifically mentioned that the cause of my son's birth was unlikely due to cervical 

incompetence and most likely caused by an unknown infection, my new doctor decided 

to check anyway, just in case. 

"This isn't ideal," he said. "Usually we place cerclages at 12 weeks. You 're at 

18." 

Two days later the procedure was finished, and we hoped for a longer pregnancy 

than our first. Over the next several months, I was placed on and off of bed rest, and with 

each passing week, I mentally assessed our baby's viability and potential quality of life. 

23 weeks: now viable, but facing lifelong disabilities including mental handicaps, 

seizures, possible blindness and deafness. 28 weeks: ventilated for a while, several-

month NICU stay, chronic lung disease. 32 weeks: feeding and breathing problems, but 
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shorter NlCU stay. 35 weeks: he/she may possibly leave the hospital without NICU stay. 

38 weeks: Goal attained with a Full-Term Fatty. 

l was nervous to have a "normal" baby. Because of my son's prematurity, I knew 

how to manage alarming ventilators, operate suction machines, and change trachs. But 

how was l supposed to take care of a baby without alarms? How would I know if she 

stopped breathing in the night? I considered using my son ' s heart monitor on the baby. 

He was now stable enough that he probably didn't need it, but he had a doctor's order to 

keep it through the winter. Surely the new baby was more of a wildcard, I thought. 

But these concerns evaporated when I saw her. Her birth was different. She 

came exactly when she was supposed to, and she was crying. There was no desperate 

squeak, no translucent skin; she wasn't rushed out of the room. She entered this world 

with robust demands and thigh rolls. 

The experience was so different that it gave me confidence. I wasn't worried 

about falling asleep because Anica's 81bs 3oz told me her respiratory system worked 

properly. And her persistent irritation with the nurses demonstrated a fami Iiar familial 

edge that signaled strength. 

While I was pregnant, I joked that we deserved an easy second child. By that I 

didn't mean one who slept through the night early or rarely fussed. I meant one who was 

full-term , one who didn't require an extended hospital stay. One who could breathe on 

her own. Although I said this aloud, I always expected another preemie. It was all I 

knew. The need for a cerclage cemented that expectation, and I'd accepted it. A healthy, 

term baby was so foreign it labeled us as new parents again. 
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Caring for her was awkward at first. I still feel 1ike I need to pull her clothes on 

through her legs to avoid the vent and trach tubing. And I naturally handle her gingerly 

to avoid irritating a g-tube. But these tendencies are fading , and I expect they will 

become more like memories than instincts. 

Although I'm pleased with her fatty rolls, her smooth belly, her sealed neck, her 

curious blue eyes with perfectly intact retinas, and her normalcy by society ' s standards, I 

still must find peace with my son's condition. At one month old Anica already has 

incredible head and neck strength, strength Mikan didn ' t have until six months. 

Mikan lies on our couch, and I unstrap each of the calf and ankle braces on his 

feet before bath, only to refasten them with a knee immobilizer before bed. He's recently 

been diagnosed with diplegic cerebral palsy, and his gross motor progress like syrup 

through a pinhole. I wonder if Anica will walk before he does . Will this be great 

motivation for him, or will it humiliate him? 

I imagine Anica as a superchild. Meeting milestones with ease. She'll be the 

basketball star my husband dreamed of molding. Maybe Mikan will too. But it will take 

hundreds of physical therapy sessions to give him the dexterity that will come naturally to 

his sister. 

We've lost normalcy by parenting a special needs child, Anica ' s lost it by having 

one as a sibling, and Mikan's lost it by living with a label. But I suppose "no1mal" is 

merely another label. And what's more nom1al than loving your children and giving 

them what they need? At the end of the day, I know that embracing my life doesn't 

mean I love every detail. It means I am willing to sacrifice the time for extra doctor 

appointments, medical tests, and therapies to enjoy the normalcy of cuddling up to a book 
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with my son, cheering as he hobbles a short distance to my arms, or joining in the most 

precious giggle I'll ever hear. 
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